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® Autoclave door with minimum opening encumbrance.

@ Autoclave door (12) combining a lateral move-

ment, for engaging and disengaging its own frame,

with a rotating movement around a pintle axis (20).

parallel to a side tinereof, to allow substantially book

closing and opening operations requiring minimum
encumbrance and providing simplicity and seal safe-

ty.
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AUTOCLAVE DOOR WITH MINIMUM OPENING ENCUMBRANCE

Present invention refers to autoclave doors
and, speciffcaliy, to autoclave doors provided with
means assuring a lateral movement for engage-
ment and disengagement with respect to a frame
and rotary movement around a pintle axis.

The autoclaves, paricularlly those for sterilizers,
are well known since long time as consisting of a
room, provided with airproof walls, expected to
resist very high pressures, and possibly provided
with proper thermal insulating means, wherein high
temperature and high pressure fluids, such as
steam, are admitted for providing sterilization of
chemicals, food matters, medical materials, etc.

In food, phanDaceutIc, medical Industries and
the like, are needed larger and larger autoclaves
for providing to bulky sterilizations of higher and
higher quantities of materials.

One of the hardest problems met in manufac-
tunng large autoclaves consists of the admission
doors, which must have the largest the possible
size, because said doors must resist possibly very
high pressures, allow an absolutely tight seal and
provide perfect hygenic conditions.

There are doors having a so called book open-
ing. i.e provided with a plurality of pintles along a
side therof. allowing the rotation thereof around an
a)ds parallel to said side. This kind of opening,
which is subsantially similar to the common house
doors, allows to contain the door encumbrance
within a region delimitated by a circle arc in front of
the autoclave opening. However, when the door
must stand very high pressures, must be provided
with closing means of the kind having coming out
bars, as In strong-room doors, compelling to incor-
porate in the wing bar mechanisms requiring an
abundant lubrication, for example by means of
grease making difficult or precarious to meet the
hygienic conditions required by most autoclaves.

To obviate this problem, it has been devised to
use laterally sliding doors, either horizontally or
vertically, provided with sealing means, such as a
sealing gasket, coming out from a frame for provid-
ing the seal between said door and the correspond-
ing frame, as depicted in the Italian Utility IVlodel
Patent No. 189,131 having title "Autoclave sealing
device" filed on November 10. 1982 at the name of
the present Applicant, whose specicatlon is here
incorporated by reference.

This system works rather well, because to fas-
ten a sliding door to the frame just some brackets
mounted on the door and engaging con-espondlng
brackets mounted on the frame are sufficient, and
to provide a seal between door and frame the use
of the sealing device depicted In the above men-
tioned Utility Model Patent is sufficient.

However, it remain the serious drawback inher-
ent to any sliding door. 1. e. a large lateral encum-
brance due to the fact that the door, completely
Sliding along a side, covers an area substantially

5 equal to the admittance area to the autoclave, as
by figure 3 of the above mentioned Patent, giving
encumbrance problems, to be taken into account in
setting up a plurality of autoclaves in a room, and
imposing serious limits in the use tereof.

yo To obviate the above drawback must be used a
door provided with limited lateral sliding movement
for engaging and disengaging its bracket means
with corresponding bracket means on a door frame
and rotary movement around an axis parallel to a

IS side mereof for completely closing and opening
said door, further providing, for assuring the seal
means similar to those depicted In the above men-
tioned Utility Model Patent.

Specifically, said lateral movement is provided
20 along a straight line in a direction perpendicular to

the rotary movement axis parallel to one of door
sides.

Alternatively, said lateral movement is provided
along a straight line parallel to said rotary move-

26 ment axis.

Further alternatively, said lateral movement is
made along a straight line in an inclined direction
substantially parallel to a diagonal of the door Itself.

Further, the above mentioned lateral movement
30 can be made, instead than along a straight line

atong. a circle arc having such a tong radius to'
substentlally approssimate a straight segment, as it
IS often practic to make rotary movemente also to
provide said lateral movements.

35 Particularly, said door, of generally rectangular
shape, is provided with comb arranged protrusions
engaging con^spondlng brackets, similarly comb
an-anged. along sides parallel to the lateral move-
ment thereof, so that in a closing operation said

40 protrusions engage said brackets and In an open-
ing operation the protrusfons clear said brackets,
and along the sides perpendicular to said lateral
movement is provided, on the side upstream the
movement, with a continuous bracket fastened to

46 the frame and enageable in the con-esponding door
side and. on the side downstream the movement, a
bracket incorporated in the door engageable in a
corresponding bracket fastened to said frame.

Alternatively, for substantially diagonal lateral
60 rnovemente. are provided along the sides upstream

the movement continuous brackets fastened to the
frame and. along the sides downstream the move-
ment, continuous brackete incorporated In the door
and engageable with con-esponding brackets fas-
tened to said frame.
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in a particularly preferred embodiment of the

present invention, the lateral movement is provided

by mechanical motor means, while the rotary clos-

ing and opening movement of the door is canied

out manually.

In an alternate embodiment, both the lateral

and rotary movements are provided by mechanical

motor means.

Preferably, said mechanical motor means, pro-

viding both the lateral and the rotary movement,

comprise two different motors for the two different

movements.

Alternatively, both the lateral and the rotary

movement are provided by just one motor provid-

ing first the lateral movement, then the rotary

movement, In case of door opening, and viceversa,

In case of closure thereof.

The features and the advantages of the present

invention will be more apparent from the herebelow

detailed description of embodiments thereof, given

In an exemplifying and not limiting way, provided

with the enclosed drawings, wherein:

Rgure 1 is a schematlcal front view of a first

embodiment of the present invention, providing

lateral movement perpendicular with respect to

the rotary axis of the door pintles, in the con-

dition of closed and locked door;

Figure 2 Is a schematlcal front view of said first

embodiment of the present invention In the con-

dition of closed but unlocked door;

Figure 3 is a schematical, partial perspective of

the door itself according to the first embodiment

during an opening movement;

Rgure 4 Is a schematical front view of a second

embodiment of the present invention, providing

lateral movement parallel with respect the rotary

axis of the door pintles, in the condition of

closed and locked door;

Rgure 5 Is a schematical front view of said

second embodiment of the present invention In

the condition of closed but unlocked door;

Rgure 6 is a schematical, partial perspective, of

the door itself in tiie second embodiment during

an opening movement;

Rgure 7 is a cross-section schematic view taken

along the A-A line of figure 1

;

Rgure 8 is a cross-section schematic view taken

along the line 6-B of figure 1;

Rgure 9 is a cross-section schematic view taken

along ihe line OC of figure 4;

Rgure 10 is a cross section schematic view

taken along the line D-D of figure 4;

Rgure 11 Is a schematic front view of a third

embodiment of tiie present invention, providing

lateral movement In a direction substantially di-

agonal with respect to the door itself in the

closed and locked condition;

Rgure 12 is a schematic front view of said tiilrd

embodiment of the Invention in tiie condition of

closed but unlocked door;

Figure 13 is a schematic, partially perspective of

tfie door itself, according to tfie third embodi-

5 ment of the invention, during an opening move-

ment;

Figure 14 is a schematic cross-section view

taken along the line A-A of figure 1 1

;

Figure 15 is a cross-section schematic view

10 taken along the line B-B of figure 11.

Referring to figures 1-3 and 7. 8, depicting a

first embodiment of the invention, it is to see that

an autoclave 10 is frontally closed by a door 12

comprising a wing 14 and pinties 16 and 18 rotat-

75 able around an axis 20, sustained by bearing sup-

ports 22 and 24. The above mentioned wing 14 is

provided with fastening means to a door frame 26
consisting of bracket sets 28 and 30 perpendicu-

larly protruding along tiie upper and lower sides of

20 said frame 26 and engageable in corresponding

profrusions 32 and 34, coming out of respective

upper and lower sides of said wing 14, of a right

bracket 36 protruding, for example, from tiie left

side of the door frame 26 and engaging tiie cor-

25 responding left side 38 of tfie wing 14 itself and of

a right bracket 40, Integrally fbnnned with the side,

for example the right side, of tiie wing 14 and

engaging a counterbracket 42 integrally formed

witii tiie door frame 26 (see particulariy figure 7).

30 To allow the first lateral sliding movement of

the door 12. In order to clear the wing 14 from tfie

fastening means, the bearing supports 22 and 24
are provided with sliding means, such as a rod 44,

visible in figure 7 as connected with the support

35 22t movable witfiin slots 46 and 48 according to a

direction indicated by arrows 50.

As particulariy visible in figure 3, a gasket 52,

of the kind disclosed and claimed in the above

mentioned Italian Utility Model Patent No. 189,131.

40 is used to provide seal between tiie frame 26 and

tfie wing 14 according to tfie provisions indicated in

tfie specifications of tiie above patent

The operation of the first emtxDdiment of the

present invention is the following:

45 when tiie wing 14 of the door 12 has to be closed

and fastened, it is in the condition depicted in

figures 1, 7 and 8 with the right brackets 28 engag-

ing the protrusions 32 and tfie brackets 30 engag-

ing the profauslons 34 on tfie top and bottom sides,

60 respectively, of tiie wing 14, the right bracket 36

engaging the side 38 of the wing itself and the

bracket 40, integrally fonmed witfi tiie wing 14 Itself,

engaging the countertsracket 42 integrally formed

with the fi^e 26, tiie gasket 52 resulting pro-

66 truded to get In touch with tfie Intemal wall of tiie

wing 14, in order to permit the seal for tiie intemal

room of tiie autoclave 10.

When said wing 14 Is to be opened. It is first
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withdrawn the gasket 52 in the way depicted in the

Patent No.
188^131 then the whole wing 14 is lateraily slipped
in the direction indicated by the arrows 50. allowinq

Je right brackets 28 to clear the protrusions 32

r
brackets 30 to clear the protrusions 34. the

bracket 36 to clear the side 38 and the bracket 40
to clear tf,e counterbracket 42. as particularly de-
picted in the figure 2.

WnJ'ir?*'^' ^'u^
fastening means of thewing 14 Cleared, the door can be completely open

"'"^ the direction
indicated by the arrow 54 in figure 3.

The closing operation of the door 12 is carried
out by obviously inverting the above disclosed op-
eration sequence. I.e. starting fron, the open doo^
depicted in figure 3 to come to the closed andengaged door depicted in the figures 1. 7 and 8w* me right brackets 28, 30, 36 and 42 engaged
and the gasket 52 protruded in order to ^olie
closure and hermetic seal to the door itself

Refen-ing now to figures 4-8 and 9. 10 depict-
a second embodiment of the invention, it is tosee that an autoclave 60 is front-closed by a doorK compnsed by a wing 64 and pintles 66 and 68

rotataWe around an axle 70 supported by bearing
^pports 72 and 74. Sad wing 64 is provided wIS

Sl"^ *° " ""^^ 76 consisting of
bracket sets 78 and 80 perpendicularly protruding
atong the right and left sides of said frame 76 an?
engageable in correspondig protrusions 82 and 84
coming out of the right and left sides, respectively"
of said wing 64. of a right bracket 86 protrudlna forexample from the bottom side of dSorZS' Sand engaging the corresponding bottom side 88 of
ttie wing 84 itself and a right bracket 90 integrally
tonned wfth the side, for exampe the top side, of
the wing 64 and engaging a counterbracket 62
integrally formed with the door frame 76 (see soe-
cifically figure 9).

^

To allow the first sliding movement to the door
62. in order to have the wing 64 cleared by the

SZShT;^ '"PP"-^^ 72 and 74
are provided with moving means, such as a rod 94
visible in figure 9 connected with the support 72
movable within slots . such as the slot 96. h
accordance with a direction indicated by an arrow

a, ^ «
"S"^'^^ 6- « flasket 102.

of the kind disclosed and claimed in the abov^
nwnfloned ttaHan Patent for utility Model No
189.131 IS used to provide the seal between the
frame 76 and the wing 64 according to the provl-
stons^specifled in the disclosure of the mentfoned

nie operation of the second embodiment of
tne present invention is the following-
when the wing 64 of the door 82 must be closed

and fastened. It is m the condition depicted in

is '° '^fl'^t brackets 78
engaging tf,e protrusions 82 and the brackets 80e^aging the protrusions 84 on the sides left and

5 nght. respectively, of the wing 64. the right bracket
86 engaging the side 88 of the wing itself and Jie
bracket 90. integrally formed with the wing 6T,teSfengagmg the counterbracket 92 integral^ fomied

,n ^J^"^ Sasket 102 resulting^rt-w traded to touch the internal wall of the wing eSTn

ar^rr"'^"^''^^^^'"--™
When said wing 64 is wanted to be opened it is

first withdrawn the gasket 102 in the way de^ei
M ^ , ^f

"^n^ Italian Patent for utilityMode No. 189.131 and then the whole wing 64 2
laterally Slipped In the direction Indicated by Jarrow 150. allowing the right brackets 78 to cle^the protmsions 82, the brackete 80 to clear tha

?''°"9age the countert,rack*
92. as particulariy depicted in figure 5

Presently, being all the constraints of the wing

25 StlT^'*fr'^'^^''«'=°'"Ptete'yopenrotet-

anrow 104 in figure 6.

The closure operation of the door 62 is obvi-ously earned out by inverting tt,e above depSTd

«, ZtTT:'^''-^-'^^^'"flfr°'-'heTpen

engaged door depicted in the figures 4, 9 and 10w* me right brackets 78. 80. 86 and 92 e^Q^
and .he gasket 102 protruded in order to ^Tsctosure and hemietic seal to the door Iteelf

h^J^^HJ *° "9ur^ ^^-15. depicitng a
ttiird embodiment of the invention, it is to see Ltan autoclave 110 is front-ctosed by a door m
"""PJ^ by a wng 114 and pindes 116Zmrotatebte around an axle 120 supported by bearina« supports 122 and 124. Said wing 114 is pSSSwith fastening means to a door fLe 126.S 2
126. and a nght bracket 130. integrally built withthe wing 114. the right bracket 128 engagnn« corresponding wing side 132 and the righfbracket

H ~""'«*^acket 134 integrally built

^n^^J^^ "sure 14) as weS as atottom bracket 136. fastened to the door frame
^ ^ "8"* '"«"®t 140. integrally builtw wrth the Wing 114. the right bracket 136lngaging acorre^ndlng frame side 138 and the right'bS

IS ?"V '=°""t8ri.racket 142 integrally built
wifli the door frame 126 (see figure 15)

ss 119? "^^T
^ ^"'^'"9 "^^"^^ of the door

55 112. in order to clear tiie wing 114 from the fasten-

"^^""S ^22 and 124 are
"^'^ as a rod 144

visible m figure 14 connected with the support 1^

4
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movable into slots 146 and 148 according to the

direction indicated by substantially diagonal arrows

150. As particularly visible in figure 13. a gasket

1 52, of the kind disclosed and claimed In the above

mentioned Italian Patent for Utility Model No.

189,131. is used to provide the seal between the

frame 126 and the wing 114 according to the there

indicated way.

The operation of the third embodiment of the

present Invention is the following:

when tiie wing 1 14 of tiie door 112 must be closed

and fastened, it is in the condition depicted in

figures 11. 14 and 15 with the right bracket 128

engaging the left side 132 of tiie wing and tiie right

bracket 130. integrallly fomned witii the wing 114

itself, engaging the counterbracket 134 integrally

fomied witfi the frame 126. tiie right bracket 136

engaging the bottom side 138 of tiie wing 114 and

the top bracket 140. integrally formed witii the

wing, engaging the counterbracket 142 Integrally

formed witii the frame 126, the gasket 152 resulting

protruded to get in touch with the internal wall of

the wing 114. in order to allow a seal for the

internal room of tine autoclave 110.

When it is desired to open said wing 114, first

the gasket 152 is withdrawn in the way depicted in

the above mentioned Italian Patent for Utility Model

No. 189.131 and tiien ttie whole wing 114 is diag-

onally slipped in the direction indicated by the

arrows 150 allowing the right bracket 128 to clear

tiie wing side 132, tiie right bracket 136 to clear

tiie wing side 138, tiie bracket 130 to disengage

the counterbracket 134 and ttie bracket 140 to

disengage the counterbracket 142, as particularly

depicted in figure 12. Presentiy. being all tiie con-

straints of tiie wing 114 cleared, the door can be

completeiy open by making rotate the wing 114

itself in the direction indicated by the anrow 154 In

figure 13. The closure operation of the door 112 is

obviously carried out by inverting the above de-

picted operation sequence, i.e. by starting from the

open door shown in figure 13 to amve at the

closed and engaged door depicted in tfie figures

11, 14 and 15 with tiie brackets 128. 130. 136 and

142 engaged and tiie gasket 152 protruded, In

order to provide closure and hermetic seal to the

door Itself.

What has been here above disclosed depicts

some embodiment examples of the invention, not

to be anyway construed in a limiting sense, and it

will be easily possible to those skilled in this art to

find obviously devisable changements and equiv-

alent and adjoining variations, to be all here cov-

ered.

For example, tiie sliding movements can be

carried out along circle arcs in stead of right seg-

ments simply by providing the same movements

by means of devices rotating along limited angles,

said devices consisting either of rotating motors

operating tfirough gear sets, or linear motors op-

erating through racks and gears, or rods and
cranks operating with lever arms providing the slid-

5 ing movements for tfie wing of said door.

The rotating movements to provide the com-
plete opening of the door can be carried out by

hand or by a motor, being the motor a motor

property dedicated tiiereto. or the same motor pro-

10 viding the sliding nrK)vement.

Claims

75 1. Umited opening encumbrance autoclave door,

comprising a wing (14,64, 114) movable with re-

spect to a frame (26, 76, 126) fastened to walls of

said autoclave, characterized by providing a limited

lateral sliding movement for engaging and disen-

20 gaging bracket means on said wing (14,64, 114)

with con'esponding bracket means on said door

frame (26. 76 126) and a rotary movement around

an axis (20,70. 120) parallel to one of the sides of

tiie door itself for a complete closure or opening

25 ttiereof, further using known gasket means to pro-

vide for a seal thereof.

2. Autoclave door, as in claim 1. characterized in

that said lateral sliding movement is carried out

along a right line (50) perpendicular with respect to

30 tiiat of the axis (20) of said rotary movement par-

allel to one of the sides of the door.

3. Autoclave door, as In claim 1, characterized in

ttiat said lateral movement is carried out along a

right line (100) parallel in direction to tiiat of tiie

35 axis (70) of rotary movement parallel to one of tiie

sides of tiie door.

4. Autoclave door, as In claim 1, characterized in

ttiat said lateral movement Is canled out along a
right line (150) in an inclined direction substantially

40 parallel to a diagonal of the door itself.

5. Autoclave door, as in claims 2 to 4, charcterized

In that the lateral sliding movements can be carried

out. instead of along a right line, along a circle arc

having so long a radius to substantially approach a

45 right segment.

6. Autoclave door, as in claims 2 and 3, character-

ized in tiiat said door, provided witii wings (14, 64),

having generally rectangular shape, is provided

with comb an*anged protrusions (32. 34; 82. 84)

60 engageabe in conresponding brackets (28, 30; 78,

80), also comb an^anged, along sides tiiereof par-

allel to tiie lateral sliding movement, so tiiat in a

closure operation said protrusions (32, 34; 82, 84)

are engaged under said brackets (28, 30; 78, 80)

55 and in an opening operation the protmsions are

cleared by tiie brackets tiiemselves, and along tfie

sides of tiie wing (14,64) perpendicular with re-

spect to said lateral sliding movement provides on

5
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the upstream side of the movement a continuous
bracket (36,86) fastened to the door frame (26. 76)
engageable in the corresponding side (38,88) of
the wing (14,64) of said door and on the down-
stream side of the movement a bracket (40, 90) 5
incorporated in the wing (14, 64) of said door
engageable with a con-esponding bracket (42,92)
fastened to said door frame (26, 76).

7. Autoclave door, as in claim 4, characterized in

that, for allowing lateral sliding movements of said 10
' wing (114), are used along the upstre^ sides of
the movement continuous brackets (128, 136) fas-
tened to the door frame (126) and along the down-
stream sides of the movement continuous brackets
(130. 140) incorporated In the door wing (114) 75
engageable with con^sponding brackets (134, 142)
fastened to said door frame (126).

8. Autoclave door, as in claims 6 and 7. character-
ized in that the lateral sliding movement is pro-
vided by mechanical motorized means, while the 20
rotary opening and closure movement is manually
carried out

9. Autoclave door, as in claims 6 and 7, character-
ized in that both the lateral sliding movement and
the rotary movement are provided by mechanical 25
motorized means.

10. Autoclave door, as In claim 9, characterized in

that said mechanical motorized means, providing
both the lateral sliding movement and the rotary
movement, comprise two different motors for the 30
two different movements.

11. Autoclave door, as in clam 9, characterized in

that both the lateral sliding movement and the
rotary movement are provided by just one motor
operating on a mechanism providing first the lateral 35
sliding movement and then the rotary movement, in

case of door opening and viceversa. In case' of
closure thereof.

6
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